
BENEFITS & TIPS 
� NO HYDROFLUORIC ACID 

� HARD WATER TOLERANT 

� APPLY FROM BOTOM UP 

� WET & COOL SURFACES 

PRIOR TO APPLYING ACIDS 

� REMOVES IRON OXIDE 

� BRIGHTENS ALUMINIUM 
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AC506 
 ACID CLEANER ALUMINIUM BRIGHTENER  

 

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN OWNED & MANUFACTURED BY ABLE WESTCHEM 
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ALWAYS READ MSDS 

CODE: AC506 

ISSUED: 2014 APRIL 

 
 

 

Product Description: 

AC506 is a detergent blend of acids formulated for cleaning and brightening of aluminium and stainless 

steel. AC506 is also designed for cleaning alloy motors and wheels and removes rail and red dust from 

vessels, marine equipment, structures, vehicles and machinery, and is an excellent cleaner of bore water 

stains from concrete, brick and terrazzo. 
 

Use Directions: 

Used neat, or diluted with up to 10 parts of potable water. Typical dilution rate is 1 part of AC506 to 5 

parts of water; this solution can be diluted further or strengthened according to the extent of the 

contamination. For best results wash the surface to be cleaned with appropriate cleaner (ie truck wash or 

water based degreaser) to remove any dirt, debri, oil or road film. Once the surface is clean of dirt and 

damp, simply swab surface, working from the bottom upwards with the solution of AC506.  

Allow the solution time to dwell & work. This product works via chemical reaction which takes time; 

allow at least 10 to 20 minutes. Do not all the surface to dry out, keep it wet evenly with the product 

until clean. Once clean flush with copious amounts of fresh water. Some stubborn build-ups may require 

repeat applications; simply follow the steps above again.  
 

If you are using this product to remove bore stains on brickwork or masonry ensure that the brickwork is 

saturated with water prior to use so the brickwork can “drink” as much water as it can because when it 

comes time to apply the AC506 we do not want it being sucked into the brickwork to be wasted and 

cause complications such as leaching or staining.  
 

Safety Directions: 

WARNING Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Wear suitable 

gloves and eye/face protection. Avoid breathing spray mist. 
 

FIRST AID: 

If poisoning occurs, contact a Doctor or poisonous information 

Centre. DO NOT induce vomiting. After contact with skin wash 

immediately with plenty of water. In the case of contact with 

eyes rinse immediately with plenty of water 
 

Packaging: 
5 and 25 litre drums 

CONDITIONS OF SALE & USAGE (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) 
This product should not be used for any purpose or in any manner contrary to the labelling, SDS, 

MSDS or Information Sheet unless authorised to do so under appropriate legislation. By 

purchasing and using this product the purchaser assumes responsibility for any and 

all results that may occur and shall not hold the manufacturer liable for any 

loss or injury however occurring.  


